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Design - faucets emotion-5mm
Emotion-5mm stainless steel

Emotion-5mm wall-fitting

With straight lines, almost architectural direction, the emotion-5mm
collection complements the design
program for the upscale commercial sector. It was designed by OCO
studio & ing. Castagnoli. A rectangle
stands for the central design element
throughout the collection. The fine
plates of only five millimeters thick
brushed stainless steel serve both as
a visual highlight as well as to trigger
the water flow and temperature
regulation.

Single-lever mixer with perfect design available as flush-mounted wall
outlet in two spout lengths.
5 mm brushed stainless steel with
square actuator plate. The perfect
complement to our concrete washbasins.

Emotion-5mm washing
table faucet
The emotion-5mm one hole basin
mixer tap in brushed stainless steel
offers a great elegance. Graceful,
slim and sturdy. A delight to the eye,
fascinating in the art.

Emotion-5mm bathtub
faucets

Emotion-5mm shower series
Showers with wellness factor. The
emotion-5mm Shower set, the rain
and the showerhead ensure a luxury
in the bathroom to luxury feeling for
all senses.
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A special kind of bath tub mixer Emotion 5mm shines with sleek lines
and only five millimeters thickness
in brushed stainless steel. Shower
head and hose fit all of a piece in the
appearance of the valve and leave
nothing to be desired.
The bathtub faucet completes a
stylistically sophisticated bathroom
equipment.
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PUR - series
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PUR wall-mounted mixer

PUR concealed wall faucet

Single-lever mixer for concealed
installation with chrome finish. Slim
design distinguishes this series. The
compatible shower head is optional
obtainable.

A single lever mixer for concealed
installation, poured in a noble and
decent slim design. Walls-sided two
single rosettes, each 70mm diameter.

PUR wall-mounted mixer
with alteration switch

PUR wall fitting with cover
plate

Single-lever mixer for concealed
installation with chrome finish and
alteration switch. The compatible
shower head is optional obtainable.

Round and square combined in a
chrome finish. The flush-valve tap
with a slim design and large cover
plate 190x100mm is a head turner
on the washbasin.

PUR shower Faucet

PUR valve tap

Surface-mounted shower mixer
with single lever handle and chrome
finish. Supplemented with matching
hand shower set.

The PUR single lever mixers are
available in three heights. The „Little“ one with 135mm Overall height
is the perfect fitting for the guest
bathroom or toilet.

PUR bath filling taps

PUR mixer with high spout

The surface-mounted mixer tap in a
slim design for the bath with chrome
finish. The 120 mm long spout can
be supplemented with the in color
and shape compatible hand shower
set.

Where much space is required under
the spout, 170mm spout height is
the right choice. The PUR series perfectly combines form and function.
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SteelTec - washrooms in style
SteelTec basin
The wash basin with style - stainless
steel basin in combination with a
vanity top StoneTec-PRO. Whether
matt-brushed or polished stainless
steel, this basin is eye-catching.

SteelTec sink
Stainless steel for high demands. The
washbasin with industrial design robust and easy to clean. Perfect
hygiene by matt brushed stainless
steel in combination with touchless
lavatory faucet.

SteelTec urinal
A vandal resistant cover for concealed fixing and the material thickness
of 1.6mm make the SteelTec urinal a
first choice product. It is the standard
of design and robustness which definitely meet all requirements.

SteelTec urinal divider
SteelTec brings style into men‘s
toilet. From the washbasin to Urinal
partition wall which enables descretion with a height of 109cm. The matt
brushed surface of the urinal divider
is a perfect complement to the SteelTec urinals.
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CONTI shower room solutions
CONSTOP 2
The new water-hydraulically controlled self-closing valve with adjustable water flow time and scald
protection is designed for highly
frequented shower rooms. Optionally
equipped with bypass solenoid valve,
it enables the implementation of a
thermal disinfection.

CONPACT
The well-established classic in a new
dress with oil-hydraulically controlled
self-closing valve. With features like
CONSTOP2 Conpact is suitable for
high performance in harsh environments such as industrial applications.

CONTI flush-mounted
shower
A design-oriented high-gloss chrome version extends the proven, still
available covers made from vandal
proof stainless steel. The well-established, easy to service accessible,
robust technique has been retained.
Massive, designed for maximum
loads thermostatic mixer with scald
protection and safety stop are still
outstanding features of the CONTIseries valves. The default manually
operated bypass valve for thermal
disinfection ensures hygiene at a
high level.
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CONBUS-CNX /
CONTEC 3 / CONCASH 2
Hygiene, comfort and safety are
characteristics of the electronic
shower systems and leave nothing to
be desired. Whether as a single-grid
solution for paid water delivery or as
a water management system with up
to 150 taps.

Shell set
The specifically adapted installation
kit with flushing pipe, sealing sleeve
and stop valve guarantees a professional and service-friendly installation.
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Fittings for public sanitary rooms
umaxx
The small umaxx presents itself on
the washbasin in a small casing with
proven technology washstand. The
solenoid valve is seated comfortably
accessible under the sink in the corner valve. With the specially designed locking system the cold or mixed
water faucet without tools to mount
on the washstand.

tipolino SL26 / SL16
A special novelty in the CONTI+
washroom solutions is the mechanical self-closing faucet tipolino SL
with temperature adjustment in the
operating handle. The water-carrying
parts are lead-free and therefore
meet the drinking water regulations.
With the tool-free assembly, the
valve is mounted in „no time“. The
water flow time can be set between
5-15 seconds.

tipolino L25P / L15P
Save water by simply pushing a
button with tipolino. The electronic
self-closing valve with adjustable,
user-independent hygiene flush
against water stagnation is designed
primarily for public and commercial
washing rooms. The solid manufactured faucet is available with mixing
or without mixing.
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ClaroSwiss

Guest bathroom / Hygiene
lino W45

Water filters

Wall fittings ensure maximum hygiene, the lino W45 can do even more.
An infrared close-detection sensor
activates the water flow touchless.
The valve shuts off automatically
after a pre-set water flow time.
A 12-, 24- or 48-hour hygienic rinse
prevents the build-up of bacteria.

The ClaroSwiss water filter has
been developed specifically for
the requirements in kitchens and
bathrooms. It combines the latest
filtration technology with intelligent
engineering and sets a new standard
in the kitchen industry.

ClaroSwiss provides perfect water
for tasty hot and cold drinks and
effectively protects Instant Boiling
systems.
•

•

The filter cartridge system is modular
and consists of a user-friendly
multi-function filter head with a
compatible family of filter cartridges
with different output stages. Thanks
to the compact design it can be
installed and used almost anywhere.

•

•

Cartridge exchange in seconds:
„screw out – screw in“
Automatic shut-off valves for a safe
exchange
Automatic pressure relief of the
filter head when exchanging the
cartridge
Horizontal or vertical installation for
optimal space utilization

One fits all - multi-valve connection head
outlet valve
relief valve
inlet valve

All in One - multi-stage filter cartridge
Sediment filter
Pre-filter medium at the input of the filter cartridge for coarse particles
Hardness reduction
Ion-selective filter media reduces hardness and receives nutritionally important minerals
Bacteria inhibition
Antibacterial formula protects against microbiological growth
Reduction of organic contaminants (pesticides, VOCs, etc ...)
Heavy metal reduction (lead, copper, cadmium, mercury, uranium, etc ...)
Calcium stabilization (prevents the formation of lime in cold and hot water)
Taste and odor removal (such as chlorine, humic acid, etc ...)
0.5 µm filter block (removes micro particles)
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Partner with profile
Innovative drive and high standard
material form the basis for a high
degree of quality. Due to a broad
Product portfolio of shower solutions
and long-year experience in customization, CONTI is very well-known
as a professional partner among
specifiers and architects.
Individual solutions are adjusted
down to the smallest detail for various facilities and utilizations. Shower
places can be designed as exposed
or concealed solutions in different
colors, forms and materials. The range includes shower facilities, wellness
solutions and thermostat batteries.
HighTech offers innovative solutions for public sanitary facilities
or private washing facilities. The
product range includes a wide range
of design washbasins for high-quality
washrooms and optically accurate
sanitary fittings, design siphons and
accessories.
The characteristic of all products is a
timeless and clear design and long
life.
Swiss Quality

Aquis Sanitär AG
Balgacherstrasse 17
CH 9445 Rebstein
Tel. +41 71 775950-0
Fax +41 71 7771641
info@aquis.ch
www.contiplus-armaturen.com
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